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Highlights
The past 15 years have seen an in-
creased interest in developing ethical
machines; manifested in various inter-
disciplinary research communities
(under the umbrella term 'AI ethics').
Less represented in these interdisci-
plinary efforts is the perspective of cogni-
tive science.

Wepropose a framework – computational
ethics – that specifies how the ethical
challenges of AI can be addressed
better by incorporating the study of
how humans make moral decisions.

As the driver of this framework, we pro-
pose a computational version of reflec-
Technological advances are enabling roles for machines that present novel
ethical challenges. The study of 'AI ethics' has emerged to confront these
challenges, and connects perspectives from philosophy, computer science,
law, and economics. Less represented in these interdisciplinary efforts is the
perspective of cognitive science. We propose a framework – computational
ethics – that specifies how the ethical challenges of AI can be partially addressed
by incorporating the study of human moral decision-making. The driver of this
framework is a computational version of reflective equilibrium (RE), an approach
that seeks coherence between considered judgments and governing principles.
The framework has two goals: (i) to inform the engineering of ethical AI systems,
and (ii) to characterize human moral judgment and decision-making in computa-
tional terms. Working jointly towards these two goals will create the opportunity
to integrate diverse research questions, bring together multiple academic
communities, uncover new interdisciplinary research topics, and shed light on
centuries-old philosophical questions.
tive equilibrium.

The goal of this framework is twofold:
(i) to inform the engineering of ethical AI
systems, and (ii) to characterize human
moral judgment and decision-making in
computational terms.

Working jointly towards these two goals
may prove to be beneficial in making
progress on both fronts.
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A computational approach to ethics
David Marr set out to describe vision in computational terms by integrating insights and methods
from psychology, neuroscience, and engineering [1]. His revolutionary approach to the study of
vision offered a model for the field of cognitive science. The key to Marr's innovation was his
emphasis on explaining visual perception as an algorithmic (see Glossary) process – a process
that transforms one type of information (an input) into another type of information (the output). The
goal was to understand the input–output transformation with a sufficiently high degree of preci-
sion that it could be captured in mathematical terms. The result of this algorithm-focused pursuit
was an account of visual perception that characterized the richness of the human mind in a way
that could be programmed into a machine.

This approach had two important consequences. The first was that it has become increasingly
possible to build machines with a human-like capacity for visual perception. For example,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), the engine underlying most of the recent progress in com-
puter vision, learn internal multi-level representations analogous to the human visual hierarchy [2].
Given these advances, we now havemachines that can detect whether a skin cancer is malignant
or benign [3], can detect street signs in naturalistic settings [4], and can classify objects into a
thousand categories at better than human performance levels [5]. The second was that the
mechanisms of human vision were studied and understood in more precise terms than ever
before. For example, various aspects of visual perception and decoding (specifically, inference
of selected objects) can be understood as a Bayesian inference [6,7]. Moreover, there was a
positive feedback loop between the machine-centric and human-centric research lines. The
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algorithms developed in studying the cognitive science of human vision were used to program
machines that both matched and extended what the human mind is capable of. Conversely, the
challenge of trying to program machines with the capacity for vision generated new hypotheses
for how vision might work in the mind (and the brain). The key to this success was thinking
about vision computationally – that is, in algorithmic terms.

Inspired by Marr's success, we propose that a computationally grounded approach could be
similarly valuable for the study of ethics [8]. By analogy to Marr's 'computational vision', we
characterize this approach as 'computational ethics'. As we conceive it, computational ethics
includes scholarly work that aims to formalize descriptive ethics and normative ethics in
algorithmic terms, as well as work that uses this formalization to help to both (i) engineer ethical
AI systems, and (ii) better understand human moral decisions and judgments (the relationship
between our proposed framework and other interdisciplinary efforts that tackle the challenges
of AI ethics is discussed in Box 1).

We first consider how formalizing our normative views and theories of moral cognition can enable
progress in engineering ethical AI systems that behave in ways we find morally acceptable [9,10].
Such considerations will yield valuable lessons for machine ethics (Box 2 discusses whether
humans should delegate ethics to machines). The following example illustrates the process of
developing machine ethics in kidney exchange.

Example 1 [kidney exchange]. Thousands of patients are in need of kidney transplants, and
thousands of individuals are willing to donate kidneys (sometimes on the condition that kidneys
are allocated a certain way). However, kidneys can only be allocated to compatible patients, and
there are always more people in need of kidneys than willing donors. How should kidneys be
allocated?
Box 1. Relationship to current interdisciplinary efforts

Fifteen years ago the fields of machine ethics (implementing ethical decision-making in machines) [56,132] and roboethics
(how humans design, use, and treat robots) [133,134] emerged to bring the perspective of ethics to AI development. Since
then 'AI ethics' has emerged as an umbrella term to describe work concerning both AI and ethics. New research directions
for AI ethics include algorithmic accountability (the obligation to be able to explain and/or justify algorithmic decisions)
[135], algorithmic transparency (openness about the purpose, structure, and actions of algorithms) [136], algorithmic fair-
ness/bias (attempts to design algorithms that make fair/unbiased decisions) [137], and AI for (social) good (ensuring that AI
algorithms have a positive impact) [138]. Similarly, new multidisciplinary fields of research have been initiated, including re-
sponsible AI (RAI; the development of guidelines, regulations, laws, and certifications regarding how AI should be
researched, developed, and used) [139], explainable AI (XAI; the development and study of automatically generated
explanations for algorithmic decisions) [140,141], and machine behavior (the study of machines as a new class of actors
with their unique behavioral patterns and ecology) [31].

These fields and communities have already begun to communicate via academic conferences including AIES (Artificial
Intelligence, Ethics, and Society), supported by the Association for the Advancement of AI (AAAI) and the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM), and FAT/ML (Fairness, Accountability, and Transparency in Machine Learning), as well
as workshops such as FATES (Fairness, Accountability, Transparency, Ethics, and Society on the Web), FACTS-IR
(Fairness, Accountability, Confidentiality, Transparency, and Safety in Information Retrieval), and HWB (Handling Web
Bias). There are also governmental and global initiatives such as the AI for Good Global Summit, AI for Good initiative,
and Partnership on AI. Other organizations – such as the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
AI PolicyObservatory, UNESCO, theWorld Economic Forum, and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) –
have convened a wide range of stakeholders to lay out ethical principles for the development and implementation of AI.

Often missing from these pursuits is the perspective of cognitive science that studies how humans (as individuals or as
groups) think about, learn, and make moral decisions. The aim of the computational ethics framework is to complement
and supplement the work being done in these communities by reviewing the ongoing research and providing a new structure
that helps to focus work toward both building ethical machines and better understanding human ethics.
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Glossary
Algorithm/algorithmic: these terms
are used here in their most
comprehensive sense, including but not
limited to the connotation of a set of
well-defined rules, formulas, formal
representations, mathematical or
computational models, automated
reasoning, or processes that
automatically adapt or evolve through
learning, typically using data.
Descriptive ethics: the study of
patterns ofmoral beliefs, judgments, and
behaviors that actually exist or are
produced in the world (often by
humans). Frequently pursued by
cognitive scientists and psychologists,
and often contrasted with normative
ethics.
Humanethics: this term is used here to
include both descriptive and normative
pursuits, in contrast to machine ethics.
Machine ethics: the study of how to
design, implement, and generate ethical
decision-making in computers, robots,
or other automated machines.
Normative ethics: the study of
determining what is actually right and
wrong. Frequently pursued by moral
philosophers, and often contrasted with
descriptive ethics.

Box 2. On delegating ethics to machines

Should humans delegate ethics to machines? In opposition to this idea, van Wynsberghe and Robbins propose 'a
moratorium on the commercialization of robots claiming to have ethical reasoning skills' [142]. In support of the idea, others
have cited several reasons for deploying moral AI. The following considerations are relevant.

Inevitability

Admittedly, moral AI could have unwanted side effects, including abuses and misuses, and these dangers lead critics to
oppose the development of moral AI. However, some argue that moral AI is inevitable. Nevertheless, the fact that some-
thing is inevitable – like death and taxes – does not make it good. The lesson instead is that people will inevitably develop
solutions as needs arise. For example, the global shortage of caregivers in hospitals and nursing homes will lead to more
robotic caregivers. Such robots will face moral tradeoffs. If they do less harm and better protect patient autonomy if they
are able to reason morally, then there is a reason to try to design robotic caregivers to be moral reasoners [143].

Trust

AI cannot do much good if the public does not use it, and use requires trust. When AI uses black box methods to instill
ethics, this itself undermines trust, which can lead to diminished use and benefits. However, a responsible and transparent
development can increase the public's trust in AI, especially if they know that it is sensitive to their rights and other moral
concerns [144].

Complexity

Moral judgment is complex. It is not simply about safety or harm minimization, and includes other factors – including
fairness, honesty, autonomy, merit, and roles – that affect what is morally right or wrong. Humans often overlook relevant
factors or become confused by complex interactions between conflicting factors. They are also sometimes overcome by
emotions, such as dislike of particular groups or fear during military conflicts [145]. Some researchers hope that sophisti-
catedmachines can avoid these problems and thenmake better moral judgments and decisions than humans. To achieve
this goal, robots need to be equipped with broad moral competence for unpredictable problems, through proper and
responsible design. However, a potential downside is that over-reliance on moral AI could make humans less likely to
develop their own moral reasoning skills [118].

Of course, all these issues deserve much more careful consideration [146,147]. It is also crucial to discuss how to govern
and regulate moral AI [148,149].
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Can an algorithm help to solve this problem? If so, what is the optimal solution? An initial answer
might be: maximize the number of recipients (i.e., matches). However, there are multiple solutions
that achieve the maximum number of matches but result in different individuals receiving kidneys.
How should we decide among these solutions [11–13]? There are many ways to determine what
a fair or justified allocation is and to determine who deserves to get a kidney and who does not.
One path forward is to interface with normative ethics and moral psychology and to take inspira-
tion from the factors that have been used by ethicists and by ordinary people whenmaking similar
judgments (the question of when and how to integrate the input of these two groups is taken up in
the section on normative–descriptive alignment). For the answers to be useful to designing the
algorithm, they must be formalized in computational terms. Only following that formalization
can algorithmic kidney exchanges be adapted to reflect insights from normative and descriptive
human ethics (Box 3 for further discussion).

Second, we consider how we can learn about human moral cognition through the quest to
develop ethical AI. Such consideration will yield valuable lessons for (normative and descriptive)
human ethics. The following example illustrates how developing AI can lend insight into the ethics
of medical resource allocation.

Example 2 [medical resource allocation]. There has been an outbreak of a new, life-
threatening disease. Critical care resources – beds, ventilators, and staff – are all in short
supply during this surge. To which patients should these resources be allocated?
390 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5
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Box 3. Extended example – kidney exchange

This box explores how computational ethics can be used to make progress in a particular ethical challenge: matching
kidney donors to compatible patients (example 1).

Work relevant to the 'formalize' phase could contribute in several ways. 'Formalizing normative ethics' focuses on representing
(perhaps using first-order logic) a set of abstract principles that together form a sound (systematic and consistent) and complete
(covering all cases) algorithm. 'Formalizing descriptive ethics' focuses on characterizing (perhaps with computational models)
the case-based intuitions of laypersons about which features (e.g., age, critical condition) matter for people when considering
different solutions. 'Balancing conflicting values' would formulate this problem as, for example, a combinatorial optimization
problem (tomaximize the number of recipients, following normative utilitarian views)while adapting weights to reflect the impor-
tance of different features (following descriptive preferences for tie breaking), and then applying a computational technique
(e.g., an integer program formulation) to solve it.

Suppose, as a result, that an algorithm is developed to prioritize patients based on their general health. Although this may
seem reasonable at the outset, work relevant to the 'evaluate' phase will help to study the influence of these decisions at
the statistical level, and uncover second-order effects on society. For example, the algorithmmay end up by discriminating
against poorer participants who are likely to have more comorbidities as a result of their economic disadvantage. Work in
'evaluating machine ethical behavior' could use data about patients to evaluate this possibility.

Suppose that, upon probing this algorithm with different inputs, we find that patients from poorer socioeconomic
backgrounds are indeed being significantly disadvantaged by this algorithm. Moreover, work on 'evaluating human ethical
behavior' may uncover how this disadvantage may spill over to human ethical decisions in other domains such as
employment (e.g., by disadvantaging job candidates experiencing hindrances in their mental capacity as a consequence
of kidney failure). Work under the 'formalize' phase (e.g., 'balancing conflicting values') may then develop technical
adaptations to mitigate such bias.

Insights about comorbidities may help 'formal descriptive/normative ethics' to realize the considerations implicit in our
considered judgments that have not been explicitly articulated. Newly formalized moral principles are then evaluated again,
and so on, until formalized moral principles are in coherence with quantified representative moral intuitions.
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During a surge caused by a pandemic or mass trauma event, many more patients are likely to benefit
from care than can receive that care as a result of scarce human and other resources. In these
circumstances, state or local health departments or individual health care institutions may shift to
so-called 'crisis standards of care' in which populations, rather than individual patients, become the
focus of decision-making, and care is inevitably rationed. Various criteria for the ethical allocation of
scarce medical resources have been adopted by different state and private actors [14–17]. To
avoid one source of bias, most frameworks recommend that 'triage officers' – clinicians with the
relevant expertise (e.g., critical care medicine) but who are not the treating physician of any of the
patients in question – are appointed to make allocation decisions. Nevertheless, even in the hands
of triage officers, some allocation policies are informal or underspecified, and even the most formal
and granular policiesmay still leave room for individual discretion. As a consequence, actual allocation
decisions are often guided by implicit principles that clinicians may not even be aware of, may vary
substantially from clinician to clinician, and may be internally inconsistent. As a result, the psycho-
logical mechanisms behind much of the moral decision-making of healthcare professionals remains
poorly understood.

Can algorithms help to solve this problem? At one level, a machine-learning algorithm could be
applied to a dataset of allocation decisions to surface variables that are not formally included in
triage frameworks but nevertheless appear to play a role in allocation decisions. These criteria
might be ethically sound criteria that serve the goal of transparency, or they may be ethically
unfounded biases and heuristics. Human ethicists and clinicians – with public input – would
need to decide. At a deeper level, formalizing these factors could enhance our understanding
of them. The process of programming triage robots would itself likely entail further clarification
of allocation principles and rules. It would require that the principles of moral decision-making
used by clinicians are studied, understood, specified, and formalized, and would force
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5 391
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researchers and policymakers to articulate and commit to specific consistent resolutions about
what should be done in these crisis situations.

Examples 1 and 2 both show (i) how human ethics can inform machine ethics, and conversely
(ii) how machine ethics can inform human ethics. However, for this exchange to work, our theories
of ethics need to be stated in computational terms – that is, as an algorithm that translates a spe-
cific input (or set of inputs) into a precise output (such as a specific moral judgment or decision).

Lessons from computational cognitive science
Currently, many theories of human cognition and moral decision-making are not formulated in
algorithmic terms, and they fail to make fine-grained predictions. Instead, they are stated verbally
at a high level of abstraction andmake qualitative predictions (e.g., subjects choose X in Y circum-
stances more often than they do in Z circumstances). Putting our (normative and descriptive)
theories of human morality in computational terms allows channels of communication to open
with theories of machine ethics; translating our ethical theories into computational terms puts
all the ideas in a common language.

Example 1 provides a case for which we may be able to make machine ethical models more
human-like by simply collecting data of human (expert) decisions or preferences and training an
algorithm on those data (a type of 'bottom-up' approach) [13,18]. The resulting AI system will,
in some senses, be 'aligned' with human values. Nevertheless, on other occasions, this approach
of simply matching patterns of human judgments will be insufficient, as is the case in example 2
when a novel situation arises for which there are no closely analogous human judgments. In cases
like this and others, wemay need to incorporate moral reasoning processes and principles into AI
systems (in a 'top-down' manner) to be able to generate human-like judgments. The primary way
to uncover these principles and processes, and to build computational models of them that are
truly generative and explanatory, is through the tools of cognitive science.

Somework of this nature has already begun in earnest [19,20]. For example, recent work has begun
to formalize the ability of themind to flexiblymakemoral judgments in novel situations when there are
no pre-established rules that fit the case [6]. One cognitive mechanism to determine if a novel action
is morally permitted is known as 'universalization'. Its precise formulation can be expressed compu-
tationally, broadly following the following algorithm – (i) consider howmany people are interested and
appropriately situated to do the action in question, (ii) estimate the utility consequences of all those
people doing the proposed action, and (iii) use a mathematical transformation to estimate
moral acceptability [21]. Moreover, computational cognitive scientists have developed formal
accounts of moral learning by developing models of how individuals learn the abstract moral
principles of their communities through observation and interaction with others around them
[22,23], and by describing how children apply rational learning mechanisms to infer moral
rules from scant evidence [24]. Other work has focused on how moral judgment operates in
mature decision-makers by formally describing how different individuals use different moral
strategies or principles in the same situations [25], by developing novel formalisms for intention
inference and its role in moral permissibility judgments [26,27], or by formalizing select moral
principles and describing how and when they are used by human subjects [21]. Computational
accounts of the general properties of human norms [28–30] are also under development. This
work is a small but significant step towards developing algorithmic accounts of the human
moral mind that, in principle, could be incorporated into AI systems.

We can also use the tools and insights from cognitive science to address newly emerging
challenges of using AI systems to make morally charged decisions. For instance, many current
392 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5
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AI tools are opaque, complex, and nonlinear, and it is difficult to understand the workings of the al-
gorithm from looking at its code. Likewise, there is no way to peer inside a human mind (or brain)
and directly read answers to the questions of how the mind works, why we make decisions the
way we do, and what we are likely to do in a novel situation in the future. Moreover, when we pro-
vide explanations of our own decisions and behavior, they are only sometimes accurate. To under-
stand how and why humans act and decide the ways they do, cognitive and behavioral scientists
have developed sophisticated experimental methods that characterize the workings of the mind by
observing how it behaves in carefully controlled environments (e.g., experimental interventions with
résumés that are identical except for the applicant's gender), and some have started to apply such
methods to study machines (e.g., probing hiring algorithms, price discrimination, or price steering)
[31–36]. This may be a way forward to understand the black box algorithms of some AI systems,
thus opening new and rich research questions.

Computational reflective equilibrium (CRE)
A key requirement of formalizing ethics in algorithmic terms is consistency – cases that share the
same relevant characteristics should result in similar decisions. Consistency is often considered
to be a central requirement for normative ethics [37]. Moral principles are expected to give the
same answer when confronted with acts and circumstances that have the same set of morally
relevant features.

However, consistency can be an elusive requirement, especially when considering a complex system
such as the human mind or an AI system that has been developed to assume instrumental roles in
society with high-stake responsibilities. First, in such complex systems, multiple parts are inter-
related and several units function interdependently. Adjusting some parts to achieve consistency
can introduce new inconsistencies in other parts of the system. Second, in such complex systems,
the 'input' is high-dimensional, making the set of all possible inputs intractably large. This makes
uncovering inconsistencies extremely difficult. Finally, these systems (the human mind and the AI
system) are constantly learning, and this fluidity adds complications to meeting this requirement.

To tackle the problem of inconsistency, we propose that researchers think about their work as
being governed by a computational version of reflective equilibrium (RE) [8]. RE, that is widely
used in the field of moral philosophy [38,39], involves bringing moral principles (commitments
to abstract, general moral rules) and moral intuitions (moral judgments of particular cases) into
alignment with one another and with scientific knowledge (i.e., removing inconsistencies and
contradictions). Crucial to reaching this alignment is the use of examples or cases to which
moral principles are applied, and against which moral intuitions are tested (Figure 1). Upon
discovering that an intuition and a principle conflict in a given 'use case', achieving RE demands
that one or the other is abandoned or modified to resolve the conflict.

In the computational version of reflective equilibrium (CRE) that we propose, alignment is sought
between formalized moral principles about general types of actions (principles that are represented/
implemented using logic, mathematical formulas, code, and computational models) and quan-
tified representative moral intuitions about particular actions (quantified via the use of statistical
tools, collected from representative samples of experts and the public). As Figure 2 shows,
alignment between these principles and intuitions is sought based on carefully chosen evalua-
tion metrics (e.g., accuracy, bias, type I/II errors, categorical acceptability) in continuously iden-
tified test cases (including toy examples, edge cases, real-life cases, and simulations). Moving
from conflicts between formalized principles and quantified intuitions towards a state of CRE
would require that one or the other is abandoned or modified (upon collective reflection and
cooperative scientific work).
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5 393
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Figure 1. Reflective equilibrium framework. This framework involves bringing moral principles and moral intuitions into
alignment with one another through the use of examples or cases towhich themoral principles are applied, and against which
the moral intuitions are tested.
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The aim of computational ethics is to use CRE to resolve contradictions and reach the most
coherent, justified, and widely acceptable ethical system for AI (within the bounds of the contributing
disciplines), as well as a precise understanding of human ethics. In doing so, the framework proposes
that existing and emerging lines of research can contribute to each aspect of CRE.

The computational ethics framework
In this section we suggest a framework to conceptually organize the emerging algorithmically
oriented study of ethics and further suggest how this pursuit can move forward in a coordinated
fashion. We hope that, by conceptualizing the literature in this logically structuredmanner, we can
help researchers in diverse disciplines to better appreciate how their work fits into the broader
framework.

One primary objective of this framework is to understand human ethics computationally such that
it can be applied to machine ethics, ultimately allowing for a dynamic exchange between these
two pursuits. The key to this endeavor is framing ethics in algorithmic terms. Doing so creates
the opportunity to integrate diverse research questions, bring together multiple academic com-
munities, uncover new interdisciplinary topics, and shed light on centuries-old philosophical
questions. A long-term outcome of this coordinated effort will be the creation of AI systems
that behave in ways that are consistent with our moral values [10,40].

In the following we organize and categorize these research lines into two stages: 'formalize' and
'evaluate'. We also describe how research in these areas is already underway, although it is often
siloed in disparate academic domains. We then explain how the research questions in each of the
stages can, and should, inform each other. Using this framework encourages CRE – the process
of bringing our theoretical commitments (in the 'formalize' stage) in line with our considered
judgments (in the 'evaluate' stage) [38].

Formalize
The 'formalize' stage calls for algorithmic characterizations of normative ethics as well as of
descriptive ethics. It also addresses the technical and engineering problems of implementing
(or deploying) moral principles and theories in artificial systems. Implementation forces designers
and engineers to make hard choices [41] – demanding concreteness to replace hedging or
394 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5
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Figure 2. Computational ethics framework. This proposed framework consists of computational reflective equilibrium
(a computational counterpart to reflective equilibrium) as the framework backbone, and existing and emerging research
lines organized under the two main themes of formalization and evaluation which aim to supplement the content of the
framework. Red boxes indicate lines of research that are already in progress. Purple boxes indicate emerging lines of
research that are generated from the iterative process described here.
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vagueness, navigating discrepancies between normative and descriptive ethics, and accounting
for divergent values of different stakeholders (from diverse backgrounds, locations, and demo-
graphics, especially those who have been historically under-represented). Moreover, this step
is important for stress-testing our models of moral cognition as they are implemented in AI
systems because this process requires that the models handle a large range of novel cases.

Formalizing normative ethics
Normative ethics is the enterprise of determining what is morally right and wrong, good and bad –

and what one should do on the basis of this information. This research line focuses on represent-
ing and formalizing normative moral principles using rules, formal logic, and other knowledge
representation techniques or formalisms (e.g., conditional preference networks, CP-Nets) to-
gether with automated reasoning (including reasoning under uncertainty and non-monotonic rea-
soning) [42–48] and formalized conceptions of virtue or moral character [49].
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5 395
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Formalizing descriptive ethics
Descriptive ethics, on the other hand, is the process of determining what people think is morally
right or wrong, and how they go about making those judgments. Theories of moral psychology
posit that moral cognition is driven by affect [50,51], rules [8,52,53], utility calculations [26,51],
agreement-based mechanisms [21,54], or some combination of these factors. This research
line focuses on formalizing these views by describing the functions of the system in computational
terms or on formalizing specific mechanisms or algorithms used by the mind [19,21–26,28,55].

Balancing conflicting values
Different stakeholders can have different values; moreover, normative values themselves can
conflict. Therefore, implementation must resolve moral tradeoffs [13,23,56–63] by using a top-
down, bottom-up, or hybrid approach [58,64]. Different types of technology have been
proposed, including rule-based approaches [42,43], optimization techniques [13], probabilistic
graphical models [22,23,26,65], inductive logic programming [57,66], aggregation rules
[59,63,67], and value alignment through inverse reinforcement learning [68–70]. A comprehen-
sive list of technical implementations is given in [71].

Evaluate
This phase involves evaluating machine and human decisions and behavior on normative and
descriptive grounds. Those interested in the descriptive side of evaluation may focus on whether
AI behavior is consistent with human behavior or whether a model of human moral judgment
accurately predicts human judgments in novel cases. Those interested in normative evaluation
will instead ask whether an AI performs as it should or whether human choices are biased in
some way. This phase also involves evaluating the behavior that results when humans and AI
systems interact; although human response to the behavior of AI is often unpredictable before
launching the system, human response often determines whether an AI system has an overall
positive or negative impact.

Evaluation should be an ongoing process that continually checks the implemented algorithms
[72]. As the environment changes (or the algorithm changes as it learns, in some cases), algo-
rithms that were once bringing about positive outcomes or behaving like humans might shift to
being morally problematic or exhibiting non-human behavior.

Evaluating machine ethical decisions/behavior
This process seeks to study the machine's decisions/behavior (by using simulations before real-
world deployment [13,73], controlled naturalistic environments, or real-world contexts) to ensure
that the algorithm performs as intended (either by meeting normative standards or matching
descriptive human behavior). This includes evaluating the moral and societal impact of machines
and algorithms [74–76], and quantifying the degree to which commercialized algorithms have a
negative impact on society and individuals [74,77–80]. It also includes addressing questions
such as: how can we use the tools of behavioral and cognitive sciences to study AI (opaque,
complex, and nonlinear) algorithms and identify their potential bias [31]? How can we detect
when a machine is dishonest, and how can we evaluate situations of acceptable dishonesty by
machines (if any) [81]? Finally, machine behavior may be compared to human behavior on com-
parable tasks to detect where the machine makes non-human-like decisions.

Evaluating human ethical decisions/behavior
This process uses computational tools to evaluate human moral decisions/behavior. For
instance, AI systems might be used to improve human moral decision-making by correcting for
ignorance, confusion, or bias [18]. In other cases, researchers may use methods of experimental
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psychology, data science, and cognitive science to analyze moral behavior of individuals or
groups that interact with AI systems. For example, some work has considered whether the
news feeds algorithms contribute to spread of misinformation [82–84], political polarization
[85,86], and moral outrage [87,88], and to what extent they create social and political bubbles.
Other work has begun to describe the cognition behind people's aversion to getting advice
from AI in some cases [89] whereas they prefer the advice of AI to humans in others [90]. Such
attitudes (aversion or appreciation) influence the ethical behavior of individuals towards machines
or other humans. Moreover, people may start to modify their behavior in anticipation of what
machines will do and/or be blamed for [91,92].

A key question in the 'evaluate' phase is to determine who decides whether an observed behavior
is acceptable. People may sometimes disagree. When there is no clear answer from ethical
theory (in the case of true moral dilemmas, for instance, or disagreement among ethical theories),
we may draw on the tools of political philosophy (e.g., social choice theory and deliberative
democracy) to help to navigate societal and global differences in values [93–97]. Novel methods
may prove useful [98,99], such as the direct incorporation of citizen preferences [100]. Although
this pursuit is largely beyond the scope of the present article, we see it as an open research
question whether computational and AI methods can improve these tools of democratic
decision-making.

Emerging research lines
The iterative process of formalization and evaluation will result in increased attention to new lines
of research that address questions brought to light by the RE process. We list in the following text
two possible examples that are already emerging as prime areas for rapid growth as computa-
tional ethics develops.

Normative–descriptive alignment
In some cases, what laypersons judge to be correct is at odds with what experts tend to think is
normatively correct or what existing policies require. Recently, organizations such as the IEEE
(Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) have begun to develop ethical standards for
AI-enabled products which combine normative and descriptive concerns [101,102]. This is also
happening within individual companies and regulatory bodies (such as the European Commission
[103]). However, these policies and regulations proposed by experts do not always align perfectly
with public views. Which values should be implemented into an AI system when normative and
descriptive ethics collide?

For example, a German commission was established in 2016 to determine which ethical princi-
ples should govern autonomous vehicles [104]. One question it considered was how vehicles
should handle cases where one person would be saved at the expense of another. The commis-
sion prohibited the use of the victims' ages to make these decisions. However, research
conducted to gauge public opinion showed that the public were typically willing to spare the
young over the old [105]. Similar disagreements between the public and policymakers have
occurred in the spheres of COVID-19 vaccine prioritization [106,107] and how to allocate scarce
ECMO (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) [108] and ventilators [109,110] to hospitalized
patients during the COVID-19 pandemic. When developing algorithms to execute or assist
these processes, how should these disagreements be resolved?

Research on 'normative–descriptive alignment' may focus on understanding points of overlap
and disagreement between normative and descriptive ethics, or on developing computational
tools and data-driven approaches that help to bring the two closer, if desirable (of course,
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there are disagreements among various normative views themselves; for this reason, it is perhaps
useful for computational ethics to start off by focusing on points of normative consensus [111]).

For example, is it possible for descriptive ethics to inform normative ethics [66,112,113], for
instance by breaking ties between opposing normative views [114]? Alternatively, there may be
a strong normative case for a particular ethical approach, but if descriptive data show that the
public will reject that approach wholesale, such a policy might not be feasible or might have
undesirable side effects [9,115].

On the other hand, it will sometimes be important to bring lay beliefs into line with normative views.
This can sometimes be done simply by informing the public [18]. For example, most people have
no idea of how much pain and inconvenience is involved in kidney dialysis while waiting for a
transplant or how long someone can live on dialysis. Providing this information might bring the
public closer to experts. In other cases, more intensive educational tools may be needed to
shift public opinion. Work in this area may focus on ways to build public engagement tools
[116], creating educational curricula (e.g., https://exploreaiethics.com), or using a range of tech-
niques to inform the public on which positions are defensible from a normative perspective.

Another possibility is that AI systems should be programmed not in accordance with the actual
beliefs of the public (in so far as there are consistent public beliefs, discussed in the section on
balancing conflicting values, above) but with what the public would believe under ideal conditions,
such as the absence of ignorance, forgetfulness, inattention, confusion, excessive emotion, or
bias [18,117]. One promising recent approach to doing this for kidney allocation begins by
gathering data on what the public thinks are the morally relevant (e.g., urgency) and morally
irrelevant (e.g., race) features of kidney recipients [13,18,117]. The researchers can then gather
a large dataset to test the relative weights that people give to each relevant feature (by asking
people to choose one recipient out of two possible patients with different profiles). An AI system
can be trained to learn these weights, and can then modified in the light of further experimental
evidence concerning what unbiased participants would choose. In this way, kidney donation
algorithms can reflect the preferences of the public, with some idealization.

Finally, although human moral decision-making may not be ideal, one path forward towards
making morally competent machines may be to formalize human moral decision-making with
plans of modifying and improving it to meet normative standards. This is especially plausible
given that many normative systems are at least 'human-like' even if they do not precisely replicate
human judgment in all cases – they often are based on human intuition, follow patterns of human
moral reasoning, and broadly capture many judgments that are widely shared. Moreover,
because the most advanced AI technologies at this point tend to be data-driven models, practi-
cally speaking, we may be able to create AI systems that behave more ethically by starting with
models trained on human data.

Human–machine emergent morality
In the 'evaluate' phase it will be crucial to consider the performance of moral principles in multi-
agent settings (via modeling and simulation). In many situations, humans and machines will be
expected to cooperate on tasks (or at least operate next to each other in a shared environment),
and themoral behavior of humanswill be influenced and shaped by that of themachines, and vice
versa [118]. Consider the case of a human judge who uses a machine to help in making
judgments about bail [119]. It may be tempting for the judge to incorporate the input of the
machine in a way that would direct the blame to the machine should the decision subsequently
become controversial. In turn, machine judges may be designed to make decisions to minimize
398 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, May 2022, Vol. 26, No. 5
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Outstanding questions
How can we coherently represent
and formalize major normative ethical
theories?

How can we develop a model that
precisely captures human moral
judgments and decision-making?

How can we build a machine that
can balance the values of different
stakeholders?

How can we evaluate whether a
commercialized algorithm reproduces
human biases (such as those around
race and gender)?

How can we identify whether a
commercialized algorithm leads to a
concerning change in the behavior of
humans (as individuals or groups)?

How can we mitigate and resolve
misalignment between normative and
descriptive ethics?

How can we build machines that
coexist with humans in shared
environments without converging on
unethical behavior?

Is it ethical for humans to delegate
explicitly ethical decisions to machines?

If ethical machines were used in the real
world, how would we govern them?

How might the emphasis on algorithms
result in understating, ignoring,
suppressing, or abandoning current
ethical concepts or standards that
prove difficult or impossible to
formalize? How can we guard against
this?

How can we ensure that the
researchers whose viewpoints dominate
computational ethics are themselves
sufficiently diverse that the field's
preferred solutions to problems
identified will be representative of the
global population?

Is thinking about ethics as a cognitive
process limiting? How can the
perspectives of other fields augment
the work of computational ethics?

How can we ensure that the
engineering of ethical AI systems
would lead to a positive impact on
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their own liability. Either way, lawyers may adapt to such settings by forming strategies around the
roles and decisions by human and machine judges, and which were influenced by the 'blame
game' in the first place.

Also consider autonomous vehicles: before they fully dominate the roads, autonomous vehicles
are expected to drive next to human-driven vehicles, in which case new behavior may arise.
For example, human drivers may learn to exploit the cautious behavior of autonomous vehicles
by making late and unsafe lane changes or by not yielding the right of way to autonomous
vehicles, which may lead to an increase in dangerous maneuvers or aggressive driving. In turn,
autonomous vehicles could learn to abuse or threaten human drivers in various ways [120].
Further, how might we characterize situations where it is more beneficial for machines and
humans to be dishonest to each other, and how does that impact on their cooperation [81]?
These situations and behaviors can be modeled using algorithms, tools, and frameworks from
game theory and multi-agent systems [121–123].

Part of this work would focus on the intuitive, analytical, and computational models that are
created by humans and machines of each other. Such work would be inspired by theory of
mind, a topic that concerns how we infer the mental states of others (e.g. intentions, beliefs,
expectations, and desires [124,125]). For an AI to interact and cooperate with humans and to
understand and anticipate human moral behavior, we need to program AI with a model of the
human moral and social mind (or develop an AI that can learn such a model) [126,127].
Conversely, the emerging topic of 'theory of machine' investigates lay theories of how machines
work [90]. People’s 'theory of machine' is likely to influence how they behave around machines,
how they treat machines, and the extent to which they are willing to trust machines [128]. The
dynamic exchange between a machine's theory of the human mind and a human's theory of
machine mind is particularly important for the challenge of formalizing the 'ethics of care'
[129,130]. Human caretakers extend their goals and values to include the goals and values of
another agent, which may be very different from their own.

Concluding remarks
Computational ethics shows how machine ethics and human ethics can be developed in
dynamic exchange with one another. The key to the dynamic exchange is to characterize
ethics in algorithmic terms. Doing so allows the methods and insights of cognitive science
to play a key role in the collaborative and iterative process outlined by this novel interdisciplinary
framework.

The proposed framework of computational ethics outlines a research program that focuses on
the development and use of technical tools for formalizing and evaluating ethical decision-
making, including the implementation of ethical decision-making, the use of mathematics
and computational models to represent moral principles, and the use of experimentation and
simulations to evaluate moral behavior. Other interdisciplinary efforts (under the umbrella
term 'AI ethics') have arisen with different focal points (Box 1), and computational ethics strives
to contribute to and draw on insights from these efforts. That being said, the proposed
research program is not currently well equipped to address questions that fall outside the
intersection of ethics and computation, and it is focused on work that uses computational
tools to study ethics.

Moreover, work in many adjacent fields (such as anthropology, sociology, law, psychology, and
political science) that is relevant to ethics can inform computational ethics. After all, ethics is shaped
by customs, social constructs, institutions, organizations, and recorded cultural knowledge and
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society, and how can we identify cases
and situations when it does not?

How can a computational framework
deal with situations of unresolvable
tradeoffs between incommensurate
but genuine different ethical values
(e.g., universal utilitarian consider-
ations of the greatest good versus per-
sonal commitments and obligations to
close relatives)?
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history. Cognition and computation play only a part in this complex landscape (Boxes 4 and 5 dis-
cuss how computational ethics intersects with some of these other disciplines).

Nevertheless, many challenges remain. The framework we have outlined does not guarantee a
future with unbiased AI systems. For example, the researchers whose viewpoints are likely to
dominate computational ethics (and the CRE process) are themselves mostly WEIRD (Western,
educated, industrialized, rich, democratic) [131]. This means there is a risk that the field's
preferred solutions to problems identified will not be representative of the global population. In
addition, the initial choice of stakeholders and conflicts could shape initial and intermediate
computational tools in ways that might be unattractive, inappropriate, or even dangerous.

The emphasis on algorithms and formulating ethics computationally may result in understating,
ignoring, suppressing, or abandoning current ethical concepts or standards that prove difficult
or impossible to formalize. However, we note that our proposed framework does not aim to
replace existing research programs, but instead aims to work together with them in addressing
sources of bias or other deficiencies.

Computational ethics is described here in an abstract and preliminary manner. The practical
steps this framework will use to achieve RE and to establish a new type of interaction among
disciplines remain to be determined. We think of this manuscript as a guide for an ambitious
and long-term multi-stakeholder project. Much work remains to be done.

As this paradigm develops further, we are optimistic that a novel field of computational ethics will
emerge. Such a field will accelerate the need to develop environments for training new scholars
who are computationally skilled, empirically informed, theoretically sophisticated, and ethically
Box 4. Intersection with related research fields – law, regulation, and political science

How should we audit, certify, regulate, and manage – that is, govern – ethical machines? We lay out here some ideas on
how computational ethics might interact with the fields of law, regulation, and political science [150].

Law and regulation

Codification of ethics and implementation of ethical algorithms must be responsive to law and other regulatory constraints
[148,150]. It also must be sensitive to the many complexities of algorithmic decision-making in the modern administrative
state [151]. This creates multiple challenges. For example: how can regulation cope with the pace of technological
advances in AI and the scalable impact of highly automated systems? To address this question, some work has focused
on creating scalable, adaptive, and automated frameworks and systems for AI governance [149]. Much about these
regulations – which are just, which are effective – is outside the scope of computational ethics, although directly adjacent.
The most relevant scholarship may be work that focuses on computational tools for governing AI. Examples include 'adaptive
regulation' – regulatory policies that are designed to be updated automatically or periodically, planned or unplanned [152], and
'oversight programs' – algorithms that can monitor, audit, and hold other algorithms accountable [153]. Such algorithms and
systems themselves need to be guided by ethical principles. Other work relevant to computational ethics includes building
computational models that capture policy-relevant preferences of humans. This falls into two categories: (i) normative, which
requires input from ethicists, legal scholars, and domain experts on AI policy; and (ii) descriptive, which requires input from
stakeholders (including public opinion, nationally and globally). Sample topics of inquiry include: what legal constraints and limits
should be placed on AI [154]? How should the legal system change to reflect the involvement of AI in decision making (if at all)
[155]? How can values such as fairness and empathy be promoted in the emerging digital administrative state [156]?

Political science

When there is no clear answer from ethical theory or philosophy (in the case of true moral dilemmas, for instance, or
disagreement among ethical theories), we might also draw on the tools of political science (e.g., social choice theory
and deliberative democracy) to help to navigate our differences [93–96]. Novel methods may prove useful [98,99], such
as the direct incorporation of citizen preferences [100]. Work under computational ethics intersects well with a variety of
formal methods that are used to answer these questions, including research on computational social choice [96] and
computational politics [157].
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Box 5. Intersection with related research fields – social sciences

Ethics is shaped by customs, social constructs, institutions, organizations, and recorded cultural knowledge and history.
We describe here how computational ethics might interact with the perspectives and methods of the social sciences.

Cultural anthropology

Studying human morality from a cultural lens is crucial for theory development, an essential piece of computational ethics.
Findings based on data from a small number of culturally similar countries (e.g., the USA, UK, and Canada) have resulted
in a biased picture of human morality [131,158]. However, identifying cultural traits and biases alone is only relevant to com-
putational ethics when such factors are embedded in mathematical models, including those of cultural evolution or gene–
culture coevolution that would mathematically show how, when, and where some cultural biases of moral behavior can
evolve and lead to exhibited robust differences between cultural societies [159–162]. This also implicates the use of simula-
tions and experiments to evaluate, challenge, and validate the assumptions and predictions of such models [159,163,164].

Economics

Because computational ethics ultimately involves tools for ethical decision-making, it intersects with the field of economics
in terms of both methodology and substance. Regarding the former, experimental and behavioral economics (e.g., on
cooperation, trust, and punishment) [165,166] as well as game theory (both fully rational and evolutionary simulations)
can help to model interactions between individuals or groups of humans and/or algorithms [167–172]. Regarding the lat-
ter, traditional welfare economics [94,95] complementsmore recent work on eliciting normative judgments in difficult but pol-
icy-relevant settings [173,174].

Sociology and social psychology

Understanding human ethics is incomplete without considering human social behavior, and the success or failure of build-
ing ethical machines will be largely manifested through their influence on society and their behavior in social groups. It is
thus worth paying close attention to social dynamics that involve humans and machines [175,176]. Accordingly, research
lines in the 'evaluate' category would benefit by learning from computational methods that have been developed and used
in sociology, especially within its branches of computational social science [177,178], computational sociology [179], complex
systems [180], and network science [181,182], and which can contribute to the study social interactions between humans,
machines, and a mix of both.

We also acknowledge that many other disciplines will be relevant to the agenda of computational ethics, including philoso-
phy, other humanities and social sciences (e.g., linguistics, education), engineering (e.g., robotics, biological engineering, ap-
plied engineering), and business management (e.g., business ethics, IT management, organizational behavior).
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sensitive; for awarding grants to the scholars pursuing this agenda; and for organizing workshops
and conferences that attract scholars from various disciplines who are working on each of the
contributing questions (see Outstanding questions).
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